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Causal Effects of “Mastering Metrics”?

The credibility revolution has triggered a paradigm shift
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Motivation

Policymakers demand causal evidence (Hjort et al. 2021, AER)

But they are unlikely to change their policy choices in response to new
evidence

Large body of evidence is accumulating that policymakers are highly
averse to shifting their beliefs and policy choices (Baekgaard et al.2019; Banuri et

al. 2019; Vivalt and Coville 2021)

Sticking to priors and being inattentive to evidence may stymie the
implementation of good policies and hurt economic development
(Kremer, Rao, Schilbach 2019)
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Improving State Capacity

Personnel economics of the state (Finan, Olken, and Pande 2017)

selection

incentives

monitoring

Assumes civil servants are fixed and not malleable

but a growing body of causal evidence suggests they can be taught
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Paradigm Shift in Science

Causa effects of paradigm shifts using a field experiment

We used training of the paradigm as its instrument

After receiving a book, an intense training workshop based on SEL

Summarize

Apply

Structured discussion

Present

Videos

Economics and financial literacy (Lusardi and Mitchell 2014)
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Preview
Training about causal thinking increases

1) perceived value of causal inference, quantitative data and RCTs
After 6 months, treated individuals’ ratings on the importance of quantitative analysis increase by 50%

Writings reflect an increase in perceived importance of causal inference and understanding of causal concepts

2) improved test scores on public policy and research methods
Performance in national research methods and public policy examsimproves by 0.5-0.8 sigma

3) willingness to pay for quantitative data, only for RCTs (↓ correlations)
WTP for commissioning RCTs using public funding increases by 300% and decreases by 50% for correlations

shift in demand for information

4) responsiveness to evidence from a RCT
40 percent more likely to adopt policy > 10 percent (Hjort et al. 2021)

Treated ministers are twice as likely to choose a (deworming) policy for which there is RCT evidence.

openness to information

5) only for those whose priors were lower than the evidence from the RCT

lack of evidence of confirmation bias/motivated reasoning
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Pakistan Deputy Ministers

Policy experts who advise the President, Prime Minister, cabinet
ministers, governors and police chiefs.

“key wheels on which the entire engine of the state runs” (Central
Superior Services, 2019)

Select 1.5% of test-takers
I 14,521 candidates => 213 qualified

Mandatory attendance and high-stakes training academy
I Training workshop counted 5% towards requirements
I Affects career trajectories, transfers, promotions
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Work with CSA

November 10, assignment of treatment

December 10, deadline of first assignment
I Main Task 1: Provide a summary of the whole book of around 1500 words.
I Main Task 2: Provide an analysis of how you would apply the lessons learned

from the book in your future job. This again should be around 1500 words.
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March 10, 2021 (zoom)
I Belief Elicitation I
I Reinforcement lecture of 30 minutes

F Links in oTree to watch videos
F Students could pick which video (behavioral measure of defier)

I Live discussion of 30 minutes
F a) what do you think is the main point of the lecture?
F b) how can you apply the concepts learned in this lecture to future job?

I Belief Elicitation II
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Work with CSA

May 16, 2021
I Prior beliefs on the impact of deworming on earnings of children 20

years after the deworming
I Project Choice

F deworming relative to computer labs project
I Willingness to Pay from both private and public funds for

F (1) expert opinion about the project choice from a senior bureaucrat
F (2) RCT assessing the impact of deworming on hourly earnings
F (3) Correlational data showing a relationship between deworming and

hourly earnings.
I Signal (Kremer et al. 2021)

I Posterior beliefs
I Updated Project Choice
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Treatment: Mastering Metrics

Randomized control trials and quasi-experimental methods
I Regressions
I Instrumental variables
I Difference-in-Differences and RDD

With particular focus on public policy applications

Written for undergraduates
I all policymakers had at least bachelor’s degree
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Placebo: Mindsight

Popular self-help book emphasizing “personal transformation”
I 1641 google scholar cites since 2010
I Amazon #39 in Health, Mind, and Body Reference
I #264 in all Cognitive Psychology

Contains ‘recipes’ to improve your mental health
I developing an attitude so that one is not “unreasonably angry or upset”
I “explore the essence of who we are”
I develop a more positive outlook in life
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Empirical Methodology

Yi = θ + α Metrics Assignedi + β Metrics Choseni + W ’iψ + εi

Subscript i represent policy-maker

Y represents a set of attitudes, beliefs, and choices

Metrics Chosen denotes an indicator variable that switches on for
choosing Mastering Metrics vs. Mindsight
Metrics Assigned denotes an indicator variable that switches on for
being randomly assigned the book

W is a vector of individual controls from administrative data
I written test scores, interview test scores, gender, birth in political capitals, asset ownership, income

before joining public service, age, education, foreign visits and occupational group dummies.

α provides us the impact of econometrics training

cluster standard errors at the individual level (level of randomization)
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High take-up with > 80% compliance in all responses
(no attrition differences)
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Partial and Full Metrics Training

Partial Training = Pre Lecture
I Write short summary of each chapter of the book
I Write main lessons that you learned to apply each chapter of the

book’s concepts in your policymaking
Full Training = Post Lecture

I Video Lectures by authors: Joshua Angrist and Daniel Siegelman
I Structured discussion: “what are the key lessons?” “how will you apply

these concepts in your career”
I Presentation of the main lessons of the book

Assignments and presentations were rated in a competitive manner
with cash awards and commemorative shields awarded to top
performers
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policymakers’ performance in the national research methods and public
policy exams (24% of total grade)

0.5σv higher in national public policy exams

0.8σv higher in research methods

no effect on teamwork assessments
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Signpost

Training about causal thinking increases

1) perceived value of causal inference, quantitative data and RCTs

2) improved test scores on public goods and research methods

3) willingness to pay for quantitative data, only for RCTs (↓ correlations)

shift in demand for information

4) responsiveness to evidence from a RCT

40 percent more likely to adopt policy > 10 percent (Hjort et al. 2021)

openness to information

5) only for those whose priors were lower than the evidence from the RCT

lack of evidence of confirmation bias/motivated reasoning
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5) improved test scores on public goods and research methods

demand for information

responsiveness to information

confirmation bias/motivated reasoning
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Demand for Information

May 16, 2021
I Prior beliefs on the impact of deworming on earnings of children 20

years after the deworming
I Project Choice

F deworming relative to computer labs project
I Willingness to Pay from both private and public funds for

F (1) expert opinion about the project choice from a senior bureaucrat
F (2) RCT assessing the impact of deworming on hourly earnings
F (3) Correlational data showing a relationship between deworming and

hourly earnings.
I Signal (Kremer et al. 2021)

I Posterior beliefs
I Updated Project Choice
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Metrics Training on WTP - Correlational Data

Lower demand for correlational data
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No difference in demand for bureaucrat advice
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Information - A Signal about Policy

policymakers underestimate the long-run impacts of deworming
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Distribution of Prior and Posterior Beliefs

both groups’ priors: boost income by about 5% in the long run

vast majority of treated policymakers update priors to 13%
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Initial and Shifts in Beliefs

non-treated policymakers do not update
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Project Choice After Signal

What project would you choose 1 or 2? One being deworming and two
being computer lab.



Effect of Metrics Training on Deworming Project Choice by
Prior Beliefs

40 percentage points more likely to pick deworming

Only if prior beliefs are less than evidence from RCT
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Effect of Metrics Training on Deworming Project Choice by
Prior Beliefs

demand for information

responsiveness to information

updating policy choices
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Counting Defiers

March 10, 2021 (zoom)
I Belief Elicitation I
I Reinforcement lecture of 30 minutes

F Links in oTree to watch videos
F Students could pick which video (behavioral measure of defier)

I Live discussion of 30 minutes
F a) what do you think is the main point of the lecture?
F b) how can you apply the concepts learned in this lecture to future job?

I Belief Elicitation II



Effect of Treatment on WTP by Defiers

Defiers’ WTP for RCT less or unaffected by treatment
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Concluding remarks

Econometrics training yielded
I Persistent effects on policymakers in attitudes, beliefs, and exams

(0.5-0.8 sigma)

Greater demand for RCTs (300%)
I Reduced demand for correlational information (50%)

Enhanced responsiveness to RCTs
I More likely to adopt a policy when shown RCT evidence
I Only when priors are less than the evidence

Receptiveness to policy evidence only with econometrics training
I 40 percent more likely to adopt policy > 10 percent (Hjort et al. 2021)

Updated policy choices only present with econometrics training
I twice as likely to adopt policy with RCT evidence
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